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Mouthguards

OPROshield
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self-fit mouthguard

See the full OPROshield range
at www.oproshield.com

OPROcustom
Manufactured from a

dental impression

OFFERING THE ULTIMATE IN FIT
AND PROTECTION

Now available to trade customers

See the full OPROcustom range
at www.opro.com

OPRO mouthguards will be worn by players of the 2009 British Lions Squad

For more information and to find out how to become a stockist go to:
Web: www.oproshield.com email: info@oproshield.com tel: +44(0)1707 261261
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Heavy Grips are like hand
grippers on steroids
These heavy-duty hand grippers are
manufactured with machine knuckled
aluminium handles and huge springs
that will provide a lifetime of use.

The Heavy Grips are available in
six different levels of strength, from
the HG100 (100lbs) Beginner to the
HG350 (350lbs) Gripper King. They
are a great item for any type of
fitness-related business and are
designed to either hang on store shelves
or be mailed to customers. 

Wholesale pricing ensures that you have a
product that yields an excellent net profit with a
true lifetime warranty standing behind the product.
For more information visit
www.ultimategrip.co.uk or 
call 0151 324 1195.
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WHAT’S NEWS Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 748675

ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...
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NIKE TO CUT WORKFORCE BY 5%
Nike is to reduce its overall global workforce of nearly
35,000 by approximately five per cent in a bid to control
costs. Five hundred jobs are to go at the company’s world
headquarters near Beaverton, Oregon. 

“Our new structure sharpens our consumer focus
globally to drive continued growth while positioning Nike,
Inc competitively in today’s marketplace,” says Mark Parker
president and CEO of Nike, Inc. “We remain a growth
company and we know these changes have created a
stronger organisation that will enable us to invest in our
most significant opportunities. However, the decision to
reduce our workforce has been a difficult and challenging
one as it affects our colleagues, team-mates and friends.” 

NISTEX 2009 
JUNE 30
Cranmore Park, Solihull

ISRA SUMMER SHOW 2009
JULY 13-14 
The Heritage Golf and Spa Resort, Killenard 

GOLF EUROPE
SEPTEMBER 27-29 
Munich Order Centre

OUTDOOR TRADE SHOW 
SEPTEMBER 28-30  
Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire

THE STAG BUYING SHOW 2009 
IN ASSOCIATION WITH SPORTS INSIGHT
NOVEMBER 22-23
Cotswold Water Park Four Pillars Hotel

SLIDE 2010 
JANUARY 27-29, 2010
Manchester Central

ISPO WINTER 
FEBRUARY 7-10, 2010 
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

SPORTS SOURCE EUROPE
FEBRUARY 7-10, 2010 
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

ISPO CHINA WINTER  
MARCH 4-6, 2010 
China International Exhibition Centre, Beijing 

SMEX  
MARCH 8, 2010
Wembley Stadium 

Dates

…JJB Sports has appointed Lawrence Coppock as finance director and Colin Tranter as director of retail and
product. Coppock was previously group finance director at the Wyndeham Press Group, while Tranter was managing
director of CAT International between 1986-2001, buying and sourcing clothing for a range of British retailers,
including River Island. Peter Williams has stepped down from his role at JJB as executive director…Castrol has

appointed Simon Meehan as its sponsorship manager for Europe and Africa to run the biggest sponsorship in the company’s 100-year history
- its partnership with the FIFA World Cups in 2010 and 2014…

Transfer 
Market

Gearoid Wiseman (left) with STAG
MD, Ward Robertson

Wilson (Amer Group) and Lee Sports
Distributors (Ireland) have agreed terms with
the STAG Buying Group.

Says Stuart Preece of Wilson (Amer Group):
“Joining STAG offers us the opportunity of developing our business with
many independent retailers, and we are very much looking forward to
increasing our sales and distribution with the STAG members.”

John O’Connell, managing director of Lee Sports Distributors, says:
“Working with STAG will greatly benefit our business as STAG’s membership
grows in Ireland.”

More ROI retailers join STAG
Four retailers from the Republic of Ireland have also joined STAG in recent
weeks, taking the total number of retail members to 13 in ROI, 24 in
Northern Ireland and 450 for the entire STAG group.

Says new member Noel from Sports Warehouse: “STAG can offer me
increased discounts with many of our top suppliers. In this day and age you
need to find an edge - STAG offers me this.”

Two more well-established, family-owned businesses to join STAG are T
Wiseman Ltd and Wisemans of Bantry. Owner Gearoid Wiseman says: “There
are no downsides to joining STAG, only benefits.”

Liam O’Domhnail, owner of LE Spoirt’s in Carraroe, County Galway was
more than happy with the level of cost-saving offers that the STAG group can
offer an independent retailer in these tough trading times.

Matchpoint Sports opens two new outlets
STAG members Tim and Colin Beacom, owners of Matchpoint Sports, have
opened new outlets in East Horsley and Surbiton. Tim explained that they
were delighted with the opening of their two new stores and that trading has
been excellent in recent weeks.

STAG Buying Group news
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“It is amazing where you can get with a bus pass these days.”
Sir Ranulph Fiennes, after becoming the oldest Briton to conquer Everest

JD Sports has acquired the 78-store Chausport chain for eight million euros.
The French sports retailer was founded in 1980 and has its base near

Lille. For the year ended December 31, 2007 Chausport, which is
particularly well represented in northern France, had a turnover of
40.7million euros. The JD board expects that the Chausport acquisition
will be earning enhancing in future years after investment both in the
existing portfolio and new stores.

“We are very pleased to announce the acquisition of Chausport,
which will give us a foothold in a new and sizeable European market,”
says Peter Cowgill, executive chairman of JD. “By drawing on the current
management team’s expertise, we are confident that this acquisition will
bring both financial and strategic benefits in the future.”

…188BET, an online gaming company, has signed
shirt sponsorship deals with Bolton Wanderers FC
and Wigan Athletic FC…adidas has extended its
sponsorship deal with UK Athletics until 2013…Slazenger S1 sports drinks will be
the official sports drink of The Co-operative World Netball Series, which takes
place in Manchester in October… Etihad Airways, the Abu Dhabi-based national
airline of the United Arab Emirates, has signed a three-year deal to be the official shirt
sponsor and partner of Premier League side Manchester City FC...Matthew
Hoggard heads the list of 10 players being supported by Woodworm in 2009. The
32-year-old Yorkshire and England bowler will wear Woodworm clothing and use
the company’s bats during the season. David Hemp, the former Glamorgan and
Warwickshire batsman and current captain of Bermuda, is also being supported by
Woodworm, alongside county players Ian Westwood, Tony Frost, James Anyon,
Andy Miller, Ant Botha, Nadeem Malik, Mitchell Claydon and Adrian Shankar…

Sponsorship
News

Mobilis moves to Homecraft Rolyan HQJD BUYS FRENCH RETAILER Following its acquisition of Mobilis Healthcare in April, Homecraft Rolyan
is moving the rehabilitation and healthcare supplies business to its
purpose-built site at Huthwaite, Sutton-in-Ashfield. The newly
amalgamated UK company is being renamed Patterson Medical Limited.

Homecraft Rolyan, a supplier of ‘easier living’ aids, therapy and
paediatric products, and a wholly-owned business of Patterson
Companies Inc, has also announced a £2million investment in a new
20,000sq ft warehouse to house the increased product inventory,
augmenting the existing 80,000sq ft office and distribution building
completed in May 2006 at a cost of £7million.

The acquisition is expected to create up to 50 new jobs at
Huthwaite, which are being offered initially to employees at the
Mobilis site in Oldham who choose to relocate to the East Midlands.
It’s anticipated that the amalgamated business will double in size from
the present £45million combined turnover, generating still further
employment opportunities in the area. 

“The synergy between the two operations and their
complementary product ranges mean that it will be relatively
straightforward to coordinate them into one multifaceted business,
with a shared warehouse, administration and telesales service
structure,” says Patterson Medical managing director, David Amson. 

“When we moved to this purpose-designed site we bought
sufficient land for future expansion and this is now being used for
building extra warehousing to accommodate the Mobilis stock
inventory. Nevertheless, the growth potential for the amalgamated
business is tremendous, both in this country and overseas, and we
foresee doubling its size within the next five years, with the option of
relocating to a larger site in the same area, thereby retaining our
excellent communication links.”
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…Crowds at matches in the Coca-Cola Football League have topped the 16million mark for the fifth consecutive season.
More than 16.35million supporters attended the 1,656 matches played during 2008/09, an increase of one per cent on last
season. Gates are currently at their highest levels for nearly 50 years and have more than doubled since the mid-eighties
(7.5million in 1985/86)…England’s leading football clubs have fallen in value by up to 20 per cent since the onset of the

financial crisis, according to Keith Harris, the banker who brokered Roman Abramovich’s takeover of Chelsea and who’s executive chairman of
investment bank, Seymour Pierce…Columbia has signed a lease for a new Columbia-branded store to be located in London’s Kensington High
Street. The outlet, which will occupy 292sq m, is part of the company’s strategy to establish a network of branded stores in key metropolitan
markets around the world…12 Brazilian cities, including Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, have been selected to host matches at the 2014 World
Cup Finals by world football governing body FIFA…FIFA has also ratified proposals to field an all-English team to represent Great Britain at the
London 2012 Olympics. The team looks set to be made up exclusively of under-21 players…

Sports 
Shorts

Hilly joins Bollin Group
The Bollin Group has acquired a strategic majority shareholding in the Hilly
Clothing Company. 

The group includes Burton McCall Ltd, which provides a multi-channel
distribution service for premium branded products in the UK, including
Victorinox, Maglite, Sigg and Felco. It also includes outdoor and sports
brands such as Bridgedale, Mountain Equipment, Ronhill and Sprayway.

Says Stephen Cann, CEO of the Bollin Group: “The Hill family were
looking to exit the business, but also wanted to secure continuity of
employment for all staff and employees. Having a number of brands
based in Hyde, we can guarantee this key element of the deal.”

Dr Ron Hill MBE, who with his family founded the company in 1992,
commented: “I feel this is a positive move for Hilly and I am happy to be
involved as a technical consultant for the foreseeable future.”

Graham Richards, managing director of Hilly, added: “It’s business as
usual. The brand continues to grow strongly in its core market of running
and will operate independently, as do other Bollin Group brands, with
separate sales, marketing and product development teams.”

JJB loses
£189.2million

Aqua Sphere has unveiled its first Swim Zone store-in-store concept
in the UK.  

A 24m sq Aqua Sphere-branded space has been unveiled at Intersport’s
Taskers Sports Superstore in Liverpool. Effectively creating a new triathlon
specialist for Merseyside, the outlet’s new Swim Zone is the North West’s
most comprehensive display of Aqua Sphere equipment, swimwear, wetsuits
and snorkels. 

Says store owner Peter Tasker: “The Aqua Sphere Swim Zone is unique to
the Intersport group, and I would encourage other members to seriously
consider the benefits of a professionally fitted Aqua Sphere area. I really
believe there are untapped sales opportunities from quality swim and tri kit.   

“We are witnessing a significant UK increase in swim facilities and more
opportunities for people to swim for free and outdoors, and triathlon is
definitely a growing sport. Members could try taking a fresh look at their
aquatic space to see if it can work harder for them. Aqua Sphere is a high
quality brand and a helpful communicative expert, providing really useful
advice as well as superb merchandising and display material. We are excited
to capitalise on the market’s potential with this fresh and innovative brand
and look forward to a healthy return on this space.”  

AQUA SPHERE LAUNCHES
SWIM ZONE IN UK

JJB Sports posted a whopping
£189.2million loss in its
preliminary results for the 52
weeks to January 25, 2009. In
further troubling news for the
retail chain, group revenue for
the 16 weeks to May 17 was
42.1 per cent down on the
same period last year.

In an interim
management statement released in May 21, JJB said that the
decrease in like-for-like retail sales is largely as a result of low stock
levels, the negative publicity that has surrounded the company and
the current retail environment. 

As a result of JJB’s financial difficulties over the past nine months,
the company has had to exist with stock levels significantly below the
previous year, with many suppliers reluctant to supply stock because
of the lack of trade credit insurance and the widely held belief that
the company was likely to go into administration. The company
doesn’t anticipate any significant improvement in sales until the
fourth quarter of 2009.

Sir David Jones, executive chairman of JJB, blamed a series of bad
decisions by former members of the executive management team,
which sought to take market share from JD Sports and Sports Direct,
as well as the worsening economic climate, for bringing the company
dangerously close to insolvency.

Disastrous moves included the purchase of Original Shoe
Company and Qube Footwear to challenge JD Sports (OSC and Qube
made a combined loss of £18million in the period to January 2009)
and the attempt to match the trading philosophy of Sports Direct by
selling mass-market brands and products at prices significantly lower
than their original selling price.

Jones said these two ‘diversions’ from the product policy of the
founder of the business, Dave Whelan, affected staff morale and
caused confusion particularly within the company’s buying
departments, retail stores and with customers, with the inevitable
result of falling sales.

Says Sir David Jones: “Our 2008/09 results reflect the
disappointing performance of JJB Sports as the business struggled to
reposition itself in a declining retail environment, resulting in severe
operational and ultimately financial difficulties. Since I became
executive chairman in January 2009, we have made significant
inroads to restoring the group’s financial stability - against all the odds
- and we have initiated a strategic path to growth.

“With our restructuring progressing very well, we now have the
opportunity to revitalise JJB Sports as a focused multi-channel retail
business specialising in sporting goods and sportswear. I am confident
that the executive management team we now have in place has the
skills and conviction to deliver on that exciting potential, despite the
challenging market conditions we expect in the months ahead. There is
still much to be done, but we are determined to succeed and to serve
the best interests of our customers, employees and shareholders.”
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Who’s your next messiah? Ant or Dec?
Banner seen at Aston Villa’s Holte End as Newcastle slipped into the Championship

www.isra.ie

Greaves Sports, established in Glasgow since the early 1960s, has
joined Intersport.

“We feel we have signed up to a renewed, revitalised and
reinvigorated Intersport,” says Sandy Greaves, managing director of
Greaves Sports. “We have had a close relationship with Intersport in
the past and chose to renew the link when we visited one of the
shows. It was an impressive event and just to experience the buzz
that was so evident there prompted us to join. It was a pleasure to
talk to so many like-minded suppliers and retailers. 

“We are a family business with family values and we joined not
primarily for the discounts or the deals which are available, but to
network freely and be part of the wider sports retail community,
where we feel so at home.”

Says Barry Mellis, Intersport’s general manager: “We are
naturally delighted to welcome Greaves Sports as a member. I
believe we both share the same philosophy of the pre-eminence
in the market of the independent retailer, their position at the
heart of high street retailing and the specialised, custom-made
service they offer to the consumer sets them as an important hub
of the local community.

“Intersport is embarked on an ambitious strategy for planned

Greaves Sports signs up with Intersport

NEW CATALOGUE FROM
PRECISION TRAINING 
Precision Training has launched its biggest-ever catalogue. The
bumper 76-page edition includes the company’s full range of textiles,
training aids and medical supplies.

Says David Sanderson, national sales manager for Precision
Training: “This is the most exciting year on record in terms of brand
development - and this is reflected in the new catalogue. We have
extended our range of textiles to include the new Precision Fit
technology that keeps athletes cool and enables them to perform at
their optimal ability for the full 90 minutes.

“Precision Training textiles and apparel continue to grow from
strength to strength and we have also added exciting new designs
and colourways for 2009/10. The new range is not just limited to on-
field apparel - we have also introduced new goalkeeping clothing, as
well as a new bench jacket and junior sizes in the popular rain
jackets, windbreakers and training suits.

“One of our most innovative introductions to the Precision
Training range is the bespoke Precision Fit base layer, which aids
recovery of muscles groups and regulates core body temperature. Our
training aids continue to break new ground, thanks to the input from
our professional sports partners and our development team. We have
some fantastic new additions, including the soccer skills net, speed
sled, free kick mannequins and weighted vest, to name a few.”

Precision Training has also launched a new training event fence,
which is fully compliant with the
Football Association Respect
guidelines and officially approved
by the Scottish FA. The fence is
easily transportable and simple to
erect and dismantle.

In addition, The Nottingham-
based company has extended its
luggage range to include a smaller
junior player’s bag and introduced
a new folding water bottle carrier
and contour water bottles.

To request a catalogue visit
www.precisiontraining.uk.com
or call 01159 002340.

and sustainable growth. We have a strong appetite for expansion and
have taken up the challenges thrown down by a testing economic
environment and a demanding and competitive market place as we
concentrate our resources in lifting the profile of the buying group,
positioning it in a selective manner and enhancing its reputation as a
powerful and distinguished brand within our industry.”

Sandy Greaves: “We feel we have
signed up to a renewed, revitalised

and reinvigorated Intersport”

The ISRA show, to be held at the new venue of The Heritage Golf
Resort in Killenard on July 13-14, is full again. 

It is the biggest ISRA show to date. Nearly one hundred brands will
be represented at the two-day event and 100% of ISRA members are
expected to attend. Among the brands exhibiting at the event for the
first time are Under Armour, Asics, Canterbury and Puma. They will be
joined by the many existing exhibitors, including Wilson, Speedo,
Mizuno and Umbro. The four ISRA incubator stands with new home-
grown businesses are also full and the current product range for
‘Core’, ISRA’s new own brand, will also be on display.

It will be a busy seven days for ISRA members. It starts off with a
visit to Twickenham for the ISRA/Allied Nike show a few days before
the Killenard event, and the day after the ISRA show members are in
Dublin for the ISRA Adidas show.

“It will be a hectic week for members,” says Tom Foley, “but
members will be able to get to see nearly all their suppliers and get all
their buying done over a shorter period. The Nike show will be
interesting as we have also organised a session for members with Nike
merchandisers during the day. The two-day ISRA show will be exciting
as the new venue is fantastic and the mix of exhibitors will offer a
great cross-section of categories. 

“The ISRA Adidas show is set to be different from the normal
format as we have been working closely with Adidas on improving the
show to make it more relevant and attractive to the requirements of
ISRA members. The offers and incentives from suppliers at all shows
are attractive and members will benefit greatly from the enhanced
margin available.”
The ISRA show kicks off with an ispo-sponsored golf competition for
suppliers and retailers on Sunday, July 12. 



Fabulous Fitness 
and Running Wear
New independent brand of attractive
performance sportswear for women.  

High quality performance fabrics, 
flattering feminine styles and vibrant 
colours for fitness, running, yoga, pilates. 

4 key ranges including -
Eco-friendly pure Bamboo; 
Classic fitness & running; 
Vivacious & stylish. 

Retail and wholesale enquiries
sales@noballs.co.uk.

www.noballs.co.uk



OUR BIGGEST EVER RANGE
IS NOW IN OUR NEW CATALOGUE

TEL  : 01535 600342
FAX : 01535 611489
email : sales@cartasport.com
web : www.cartasport.com
Cartasport Leisure Ltd Offices & Warehouse
Goulbourne House • Goulborne Street
Keighley • West Yorkshire • BD21 1PG

T-SHIRTS
POLO SHIRTS
TRAINING TOPS
TRACKSUITS
WINDBREAKERS
COACH JACKETS
FOOTBALL JERSEYS
BAGS
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KIT stop
Essential stock for your shop

Jakabel floatsuits, sunsuits, wetsuits and pool toys
All for immediate delivery - great colours, great prices and no minimums.

The Swimsafe Floatsuit is the only floatsuit in the world with a unique foam ring
around the neck that prevents children tipping over while swimming. Flexible floats
at the front and back (which are removable) enable children to swim and play
comfortably, both in and out of the water. It is always most dangerous when
children get out of the water and take off whatever aid they are wearing, and
then accidentally fall back into the water. The reinforced back zipper means

children cannot take the
Swimsafe Floatsuit off
without help, and are happy
to play in it all day.

The UV50+ clothing is made
from the highest quality
nyon/lycra, which is colourfast to
chlorinated water and blocks out
97.5 per cent of the sun’s rays.

The pool toy range consists
of unique styled dive games,
ride-ons and even underwater
skateboards - must haves for

those fun-filled family holidays.
Visit www.jakabel.com or call

Josu on 07957 541406 / 
020 8715 2385 for more details.

Dunlop 2009 tennis racquets
Dunlop’s range of tennis racquets for the 2009 season combine
technology with practicality and draw on the 99-year heritage of the
brand creating racquets suitable for all player levels. With top-level
pros using Dunlop’s racquets, including Jamie Murray, James Blake and
Dominika Cibulkova, Dunlop leads the way in making racquets at the
forefront of tennis technology.

The Aerogel 4D range takes technology to a whole new level with
the introduction of four-directional braiding, which increases racquet
stability and control. Some key racquets from the range include:   
Aerogel 4D 2HUNDRED
This top-of-the-range, 100 per cent graphite racquet is perfect for
advanced players who want a racquet that provides fantastic control
and stability. Priced at £130, this racquet is used by top players on the
circuit. including Tomas Birdych and Jesse Levine. 
Aerogel 4D 3HUNDRED Tour
Used by James Blake, this best-selling racquet is ideal for advanced and
intermediate players who prefer a lightweight racquet that, thanks to
the 4D strategic technology, comes with extra stability and control. 
Aerogel 4D 3HUNDRED
Priced at £150, this excellent racquet, as used by Tommy Robredo and
Tommy Haas, is ideal for advanced and intermediate players with
fantastic stability and control.
Aerogel 4D super lite 
This super lightweight racquet is fantastic for beginners and
intermediate players,
and with its bubblegum
pink features is very
popular with female
players. Priced at £150
and used by Dominika
Cibulkova, this racquet
combines stability,
power and ease 
of control.
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OPROcustom
Following its launch into the retail market in April 2009,
OPROcustom is the first and only true custom-fit mouthguard
available for sale by independent sports retailers. 

The home impression system used by OPRO is based on
tried-and-tested technology, having been developed over the
past 10 years. Already used by numerous international and
professional teams and individuals from all over the world,
you can spot the OPRO logo on the front of mouthguards
both on TV and in the sports sections of national
newspapers and magazines.

Customers can design their own mouthguard in up to five
stripes (from a choice of 15 colours) or select from a wide range of
special designs, including several licensed by Guinness Premier clubs.
Contact OPRO for further details of how to stock

this revolutionary new product or
visit www.oprocustom.com.
Email: info@oproshield.com.
Tel: 01707 261261.
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SHOCK DOCTOR protective wear range
SHOCK DOCTOR, the leading innovator in global sports protection, is pushing the
boundaries of modern compression apparel. Not satisfied with the benefits of
compression and moisture regulation alone, the new SHOCK DOCTOR protective
wear range integrates advanced sports protection into high-end compression wear.

A completely new concept on the cricket field, SHOCK DOCTOR has launched
its Ultra Sliding Shorts. These shorts are an advanced compression base layer with
additional sonic welded padding designed to give outfielders the maximum amount
of protection when sliding and diving. For those closer to the bat, the shorts have
an integrated cup pocket ideal for use with the groundbreaking SHOCK DOCTOR
Carbon Flex Box.
Available from all good wholesalers.
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Mercian
Tiger Shark is the new and improved entry-level wooden
stick from Mercian. Unrivalled graphics and
reinforcement make the new Tiger Shark very hard to
ignore. Four colours, a midi-head and multiple lengths
from 24" up to 34" create a wooden stick that answers
every entry-level requirement. 

Stingray is a relaunch of the popular Carbon and
Fibreglass composite stick from a previous range.
Utilising the popular CB1 - 19mm - mould, the material
combinations create an intermediate strength composite
stick suitable for adult and junior players alike. Serious,
striking black graphics place this stick firmly within the
Black Widow range and offers the same high levels of
construction and performance as the rest of the range.
Mercian Sports Company: 01483 757677. 
Email: sales@mercianhockey.com.
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Saucony VIZI-PRO
Be Safe, Be Seen, AND be Comfortable
Saucony's VIZI-PRO line is already the best booked clothing range in the history of the brand.
Now, as an exclusive to those who have pre-ordered the apparel, Saucony will be launching
the VIZI-PRO ProGrid Triumph 7 in November, two months before the rest of the industry.
Qualifying retailers will be contacted in the next month with the discounted launch offer. 

Saucony's VIZI-PRO range of apparel for Fall 2009 is not just the only group of fabrics and
colours to be safety approved by the American National Standards Institute, the styles are also
as technical as you would expect from Saucony, utilising the long-established Drylete, Optech
and Soniclite fabrics.

For more details contact your Saucony Sales representative or Saucony UK HQ
on 023 9282 3664 (00 353 145 116 77 for Daricia in Ireland).



RETAIL INTERVIEW

What’s the company’s background?
We started working on the idea for JMV
Sports in January 2008 and launched at
the beginning of 2009. The director,
Wiah Greene, was a first division
football player in his home country of
Liberia. After moving to the UK to be
with family, injury slowed his career.
So, inspired by the difficulties he had
accessing kit in Liberia, he hit on the
idea of a company providing custom-
made kit online. At the moment we
cater for football, basketball, rugby and
golf, but we are expanding into other
areas and we’re about to launch a
general sportswear arm. As the business
is new and website-based it does not
require large staffing numbers, so we
have just three employees.

What are the benefits of being an
online-only retailer? 
Everything. It’s so much easier and less
expensive. Also, because we offer a
customised service we save money on
holding stock. Depending on the
demand for our general sportswear, we
might consider holding stock in the
future. Having said that, samples of our
products are on display in our office,
which showcase what we can do. 

What is the strongest sector of the
market for you currently and over
the past year?
At the moment I’m finding a big swing
from sport fashion to sport specific
products. People aren’t spending as
much as they used to. They just spend
on what they absolutely have to. 

How has trade been since start up?
Trade has been slow, but whether that is
due to the economic climate or us being
a new business is hard to tell. We have
had some work, but this is mostly
through our extensive contact list.
Direct selling has not provided us with
any business so far. We are hoping sales
will increase as we approach the end of
the football season.

Current best-sellers? 
Football jerseys - this is where we get
the most interest and sales.

What’s your area like for sports
retail? Are there many competitors?
How do you compete?
There are so many sports retailers in the
UK offering all types of different
products and services. Competition is
really high. However, there aren’t that
many custom-made retailers, and even
less that give customers the chance to
create and modify their own kit literally
in front of their eyes. This is where we
can compete very effectively. 

How do you think independents
could improve?
By not trying to compete with the big
boys, but promoting and advertising
themselves as a personalised service
based on values. 

Are there any current or future
marketing strategies you can 
talk about?
The only thing I can talk about is less
of a strategy and more common sense:

Camille Whyte is the company secretary at JMV
Sports, an online retailer of custom-made and general
sportswear and accessories

keep promoting your business
through the recession and be there
when it ends. If consumers have been
allowed to forget about you, they
will keep going to the store they
were buying from when they could
not afford yours. 

How do you find out about new
products? Are you a member of
any buying groups?
I keep up to date with the sports
market and what it has got to offer
through companies such as Mintel and
‘Sports Insight’, as well as other trade
magazines and websites.

How do you keep customers
coming back?
We do this by providing good,
personalised customer service. We
offer customers special offers, loyalty
discounts and rewards, as well as
longer-term benefits over large,
ongoing orders.

What do you think are the most
important elements of setting up 
a business?
Personal dedication and
commitment. Everyone thinks it is
hard to start a business, and
financially it is. But if you have a
good business idea and plan well,
you do not need a lot of money. 

Good budgeting and creativity
goes a long way. There is a lot of
help available for new businesses, but
it’s driving yourself forward to
achieve your targets that slows down
or stops most individuals. You have
to have the determination and
willpower to see it through and make
things work. The world really is your
oyster when it comes to gathering
information, making connections and
spotting opportunities. 

What do you like most and least
about the business?
I don’t particularly enjoy working all
hours under the sun! To succeed you
have to be constantly ready to go - it
is hard to break through and gain the
number of sales you know is
achievable. Any advertising you do
also has to be very targeted, which
can cost an arm and a leg. The upside
of everything, though, is that doing
this has really brought out my creative
side. I’ve had ideas I didn’t know
were in me. They’re the reason we’re
still here. 

Would you like your shop
featured in ‘Sports Insight’? 
Call 01273 748675 or email
jeff@partridgeltd.co.uk.
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FSPA MEMBER NEWS

18 SPORTS INSIGHT

FSPA focus

within the golf industry. During her
time Jacqui managed four golf
associations: the British Golf Industry
Association (BGIA), European Golf
Industry Association (EGIA), Golf
Consultants Association (GCA) and
the British Rootzone and Topdressing
Manufacturers Association (BRTMA).  

She was instrumental in the
development of the BGIA over the
past decade, and as right-hand
woman to numerous BGIA chairmen
has proved to be a highly popular and
influential figure in this key industry
role. Jacqui oversaw the introduction
of the BGIA AGM dinner and golf
day, which has raised tens of
thousands of pounds for the Golf
Foundation, and the formation of the
industry’s ‘Grow Golf’ trust, which
supports golf development initiatives
with the aim of growing the sport. 

Says Jacqui: “While I’m really
looking forward to taking a break
and spending some quality time on
the golf course, I really will miss the
role and all the FSPA team. I’d like to
thank all the BGIA members and
everyone in the industry for some
great times.”

FSPA member companies listened
intently as Sport England director,
Mike Diaper, speaking at the
FSPA/Sport England Information
Day on May 21, delivered the words
the industry has been waiting a long
time to hear: “I can confirm that we
[Sport England] see the FSPA [and
its member companies] as a long-term
partner in programme delivery.” 

The FSPA and its members, which
include some of the UK’s leading
sporting goods and equipment brands,
were thrilled with Diaper’s statement
and the scope of information provided
at the Information Day, which was
held at The Warwickshire Golf &
Country Club.

The event, arranged for FSPA
members to find out more about the
Sport England Strategy, Sport
Unlimited Scheme and CSP/NGB
aims and strategies, with a view to
how their companies could possibly
work with these delivery partners,
was hailed as a vital step in
knowledge sharing and outlining
how commercial organisations can
enhance delivery.”

Bill Leach, European sales director
at Mitre Sports International, said of
the information provided on the day:
“To gain such a broad insight into two
leading County Sports Partnerships - a
partner many of us had limited
knowledge of - and how their strategies
and aims differ was invaluable. This,
coupled with excellent overviews from
NGBs, has given us a whole host of
information to digest within the next
couple of weeks in order to prepare our
own strategy for how we could take
things forward at the vital event in
September.” 

With the FSPA keen to continue
to the next stage by holding a bigger
follow-up event in September, where
all 49 CSPs and numerous NGBs
would attend fully prepared to
cement some clear partnerships,
Mike Diaper lent his support to such
an approach, saying: “Sport England

want to progress this relationship not
just with words, but real, solid
actions.” He went on to say: “I will
ensure CSPs are made aware of the
value of attending this event and
working with the industry,” and
described the FSPA’s desire to work
with CSPs as: “Knocking on an
already open door.”

Liam Burns, FSPA director and

business development manager at
New Balance (UK) Ltd, thanked
all presenters on behalf of the
FSPA for their time and effort in
what was evidently a most
worthwhile and valuable day. He
stated: “We look forward to seeing
you and many more members at
the September event and will be
confirming the date in June.”

The latest news from the Federation
of Sports and Play Associations

FEDERATION
PREPARES FOR
ISPO WINTER 2010 
The Federation will
again be taking a ‘UK
Pavilion’ to ispo winter
2010 and is due to
confirm its area size and
location with the show organiser shortly. Due to increased interest and a
number of returning companies keen to rejoin the UK group, the FSPA will
have an extended area next year, and also hopes to increase awareness and
marketing of the Pavilion to boost footfall. 

If you are considering exhibiting at ispo winter 2010, but are unsure of details
or costs, contact the FSPA to find out whether you might be eligible for a £1,000
export grant. In addition, first-time exhibitors can apply for free flights courtesy of
British Airways. Email milly@sportsandplay.com or call 02476 414 999 x204.

Jacqui Baldwin to retire 
The Federation is saddened to
announce that one of its longest-
serving employees, Jacqui Baldwin
(pictured), has recently decided to
retire from her role.

Jacqui, who has worked with the
Federation for over 12 years, has seen
the trade body continuously adapt to
a constantly changing industry. She
has been a pivotal member of the
FSPA team and has developed an
outstanding wealth of knowledge,
know-how and lasting friendships





The CORE-CUBE targets Core-stability muscle groups

Recommended by physiotherapists for rehabilitation exercises. 

UK Manufactured by GNG Sport 01924 418935

Its unique design with just one size for six different
weights 5kg, 10kg, 15kg, 20kg, 25kg and 30kg 
all with the respective weight printed on the end 

for easy identification, can be individually branded 
with your designs. 

Whatever your sport you can benefit from using the Core-cube®  
Gymnastics, Athletics, Football, Rugby, Hockey, Triathlons, etc.

The Core-cube is easy to
empty & fill via the Velcro

attached lid making it ideal
for training on the move.

Facilitating Olympic lifting 
movements plus many variations,

With four handles for greater 
versatility and more complex 

range of exercises,     

For pure fitness 
conditioning, its like having
your own portable gym that
doesn’t roll or clank' about

in the car,



PRODUCT FOCUS

Martin Newton, sales and marketing
manager for Aqua Sphere, talks us
through the offering.

What is the background to the
Aqua Sphere brand?
With the highest quality design and
innovation at its core, Aqua Sphere was
launched in the mid-90s as a division of
diving industry leader, Aqua Lung. The
Aqua Sphere brand was created to supply
a new generation of eye protection,
something which would enhance the
experience of every swimmer, whether a
dedicated pro athlete or a recreational
swimmer - enabling them to feel safe and
comfortable in the water.

Highly regarded for its pioneering 180-
degree wide-angle vision, the company has
won several awards for its curved lens
technology and outstanding comfort.
Standout products include the Seal, the first
swim mask featuring 180-degree vision, and
the Kaiman, the first panoramic goggle. In
2009 the Vista goggle sets the benchmark in
long-lasting comfort. Keen to build on this
firm foundation by leveraging the highest
quality relationships, Aqua Sphere is now a
partner with Ironman, the pinnacle brand in
triathlon, and this year has created a superb
line of performance triathlon wetsuits to
extend its profile in this sport.

Why has the range sold so well?
We innovate. We set the benchmark. We
don’t copy. We are visibly different and the
design and quality of our goggles and
masks is proven. We provide swimmers
with outstanding vision and a long-lasting,
comfortable fit. Our products are also
competitively priced and our margins are
good. We are flexible in offering smaller
retailers the opportunity to take low-risk
quantities of stock and we help them build
their swim sales via one-to-one advice
from our 10 regional managers. We are
approachable, knowledgeable and here for
the long term.    

Combine this with the fact that the
brand has won some significant accolades
and continually generates superb media
coverage and celebrity interest and you
have a powerful brand proposition.
Consumers try the goggles; they work
better than their existing goggles; they
believe in the brand. This quality is
replicated in our new high performance
long-lasting swimwear and our huge range
of accessories. We also supply the trade’s
most comprehensive snorkel range, so we
offer everything for the water - focusing on
great quality at a good price.     

Who is it aimed at? 
We meet the needs of every swimmer.
Families and fitness swimmers recognise
our brand values as much as elite Ironman
athletes, many of whom won’t wear
anything else. In fact, with the increase in
the popularity of triathlon, we are selling
lots of goggles to triathletes of all levels,
and our new range of tri wetsuits, in
partnership with Ironman, is a deliberate
move to deliver top-to-toe sales and build a
unique profile in this sport.

How is it marketed?
We place strategic adverts in consumer
lifestyle magazines and our PR drive is
exceptionally proactive. This summer we
are running our first TV advertising
campaign as the official and exclusive
swim sponsor of Eurosport for the 13th
FINA World Championships Roma 2009,
reaching 115 million homes across 59
European countries. Our key message is
‘Long Lasting Comfort’. Our distinctive
eyewear can significantly enhance
everyone’s swim experience, whatever

What’s HOT
Aqua Sphere swim range

their objectives. We are the brand to trust.
In terms of merchandising and display, all

our collateral is free and our sales team offers
frequent merchandising visits. There is a
good range of display material to meet all
sizes of outlet, from desktop stands to 6ft
mesh displays. Last month saw the first Aqua
Sphere Swim Zone retail concept open at the
new Taskers Sports Superstore in Liverpool,
and we plan to open more Swim Zones
through 2009, which give the swimmer an
amazingly comprehensive selection of gear in
one place. But that doesn’t mean that we
don’t value the smaller retailer who may only
wish to take a modest display. We are
accessible to all. 

What is the most effective way a
retailer can market the range?
With the new accessibility of free local
authority swimming and the increasing
popularity of outdoor swimming and
triathlon, we predict real growth in
participation. Retailers can benefit by taking
a fresh look at their swim stock. If you place
Aqua Sphere’s Italian manufactured products
directly adjacent to existing Far East products
you can immediately see a quality difference
that’s further underlined by our high quality
PoS fittings and fixtures. Aqua Sphere has
invested in high quality in-store graphics that
can really enhance a swim section and lead to
incremental sales, and our regional managers
are available to offer product and marketing
advice to any outlet. We believe that if a
retailer can effectively convey the features
and benefits of our products he can
significantly build his swim sales. 

Further information: 
01254 692200. www.aquasphereswim.co.uk.
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When did you get into the sports
trade and why?
I became involved in the sports trade
back in July 1990, when I gained my
first sporting sales position working for
Arena Swimwear. I have been sports
mad from a very early age and at
school played football, cricket, tennis,
rugby and swam. Reasonably
successful at schoolboy level, it was
swimming that seemed to have a knack
of popping back up. 

I left school in 1977 to work for
Leeds City Council in their leisure
services department as a pool assistant
and swimming instructor. I quickly rose
to the position of assistant sports centre
manager, but yearned for a life in sales.
However, having no experience, I
found it difficult to break in. I took the
first sales job offered selling car service
parts, but was always looking for a
break into sports - and this came in
1990 with the job at Arena. 

After 18 months I was poached by
a company called Sportline to sell
Head product in the North of England,
which I took up, and stayed for eight
years. I then had a brief period running
my own business while we started a
family and in this time was approached
to work for Solo Sports selling Prince
product. When Solo took over the
distribution for Arena in May 2008 I
was promoted to UK sales manager
responsible for the Arena brand.

Who has been the biggest
influence on your career?
A man called Alistair Woodhead, who
saw something in my CV when I first
applied for a job with Arena back in
1990. He was in charge of Arena when

it broke away from adidas, and when
looking for a sales team gave me my first
break in selling sportswear. Without him I
may never have got the break to move
into the sporting world of sales, and for
this I will always be very grateful.

What other brands do you 
admire and why?
I greatly admire brands that are specialists
in a specific area. It is very difficult to
compete with the marketing and sales
clout of an adidas or a Nike, and to do so
takes something very special. Great
product with great technology is usually
the way, but you also need dedicated
workers with an in depth knowledge of
not only the product, but of the specific
field they are in. Companies such as K-
Swiss Wilson, Head, Speedo and, of
course, Prince and Arena. They do not
pretend to be anything but what they are -
specialists in their own field.

What is your proudest achievement?
My proudest achievement must be
making a success of myself as a salesman.
My father worked for Leeds City Council
most of his life and believed in the old
adage of a job for life. He was devastated
when I left the council to work outside the
comfort zone, and to prove to him I could
do it was my greatest achievement.

What is the best part of your job?
Like all sales people, I enjoy meeting
people and not knowing what each day
will bring. The ups and downs are keenly
felt and add to the intrigue of daily life.
Being a part of the team at Solo Sports
brings its own pleasures, as you know you
are an integral part in many people’s lives,
as without all the cogs being oiled the
machine does not work. Therefore, the
spirit is something you cannot fake.

How has Arena performed in the
past 12 months?
Although Arena is the world’s second
largest swimwear brand, in the UK it has
been out of the market for eight years as
the Arena product we know today. It is
my job to rebuild Arena to put it where it

belongs, which is at the top as a well-
respected competition and leisure
brand. Sales are building as the
reputation for performance, technology
and availability grows. Arena is one of
the few brands that offers a one-stop
shop for all swimming requirements,
and this stands Solo in very good stead.
With the introduction of the R-
Evolution + suit, which is our top
competition range, we have product in
stock to supply anyone, from an
Olympic gold medallist to a once-a-
year holiday swimmer.

What is the biggest growth area
of the Arena business?
This is a difficult question, as
technology swimming has exploded
and Arena are at the forefront. In
general sales of day-to-day costumes
we have a blank page, so as sales
accelerate we have nothing as yet to
compare with. The fun thing will be
next year when we have a 12-month
history to see how far we have grown
and, believe me, with the product
available and the distribution network
Solo has in place it will go off the scale.

What plans have you got for
2009?
We have plans to consolidate and
extend our position in competitive and
leisure swimming by making the
product available through more outlets
and to break into the beach and leisure
market with a focused range. New
regulations by Fina, the swimming
governing body, have given Arena a
huge boost by approving a range of
their suits. At present, demand is
outstripping supply, giving us a very
positive problem at Solo Sports.
Further sponsorship deals with both
individuals and clubs are being
explored, and this will again enhance
Arena’s position as a serious supplier to
the swimming community.

Richard Townsend, UK sales
manager at Solo Sports, the sole
UK distributor of Arena Swimwear
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ATTRACTING CUSTOMERS

order to understand their needs and
wants. Offer value-added services
and products. Create a mailing list by
asking for contact information from
each customer.”

Encourage shoppers to get
involved with merchandise and
encourage them to put on clothing or
try out equipment.        

� Reward loyal customers with
‘referral bonuses’ if they recommend
your shop to their friends. Marketing
consultant, Alan Katz, says: “If you
pay staff a healthy bonus for
increased sales why not do the same
for customers who spread positive
PR for your store by offering healthy
discounts? You can hand out
recommendation cards to customers
at the checkout, which their friends
can bring with them when they visit
your shop. Or you can have staff
routinely ask if anyone has
recommended the store.”

� Look at your pricing policy. Here
are some price strategies that could
be adapted to your business to
increase turnover:

What will make customers buy
from your shop rather than the
rival down the road? The chances
are that not even the punters can
give you a precise answer to that.

The truth is that only three out of
every 10 people visiting your store
know in advance exactly what they
want and will buy it if you stock it.
Another three will probably spend
money with you - if you have
something that takes their fancy.

The right impression
But in these increasingly hard times,
what will bring the customers in?
Studies have shown that there are
specific strategies that will increase
your chances of attracting customers
through your doors. The good news is
that, once they’re in, over 65 per cent
can probably be persuaded to part
with their cash or credit cards if the
conditions and the sales strategy are
right, according to researchers at the
University of Florida.

And that means giving the right
impression from the start - over 75

per cent of potential retail customers
questioned in a recent CBI survey
admitted that first appearances would
probably dictate whether or not they
did business in the store.

So here are the most effective
ways of expanding your customer
base:

� Get rid of the intimidation factor.
Displays of hi-tech sports and leisure
equipment have been known to scare
away potential punters who feel their
standards of health and fitness are
too low to justify buying expensive
specialist gear. If you want new
customers, you have to make them
feel comfortable and that, however
busy you are, you’re pleased to see
them and will value their custom. 

Create a relaxed, friendly
atmosphere. Don Ryan, who runs an
independent sports store in
Liverpool, says that the installation
of comfortable sofas and a coffee
machine coincided with a 10 per cent
rise in sales last year.  

Retail consultant Shari Waters
says: “Listen to your customers in
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Bringing the customers in is at the forefront of
every retailer’s mind. Tony James looks at the
most effective methods of pulling in the punters

Shop front
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consultant Pam Danziger of Unity
Marketing, a market research
specialist. “And the more fun
retailers can make shopping, the
more successful they’ll be. Having
studied this passion for bargain
hunting among shoppers, most of
whom could afford to pay the full
price, we found that it makes people
feel good when they find a bargain.
They get a thrill out of apparently
beating the system and getting
something for less.”

� Target the media. One of the most
effective ways of attracting more
customers is getting media attention.
But it’s not always easy. “The trick
of getting media attention is to try to
think like a programme director or
editor,” says Anne Winters, a
merchandising promotion consultant.
“They are looking for segments or
articles that are viewer or reader-
friendly and are easy to present.
Keep things short and interesting,
and have a definite angle. Study your
target publication and tailor your
material to it.”

� Update your retail image. Are your
window displays, shop decor and
marketing themes designed to lure in
punters? Visual merchandising
consultant Terri Coldrock, head of
the consultancy Colour Results, says
you can’t overstress the importance
of colour.

“Putting together colour blocks
allows you to mix products in a way
which would otherwise be difficult,”
says Coldrock. “You can direct traffic
with colour and steer the eye towards
high-margin products. Simple
displays attract punters. You have

less than a second to send a sales
message to a potential customer. If
your display is too complicated, their
eyes will continue on, looking for
something of more direct interest. It’s
been found that a minimalist themed
presentation, changed regularly, is
often the most effective way of
attracting customers.”

Image consultants urge retailers to
change window displays at least every
three months, preferably to coincide
with major sports seasons, and to
make some significant decor or
presentation change every six months.

� Run a competition as a useful way
of interesting possible new
customers. Offer to donate prizes to
the winners in the form of goods or
services. For instance, Terry
Kennedy, who runs a small family
garage in Devon, donated a free car
service as a prize at a local fete. The
winner was so pleased with the result
that four of his friends booked
services the following week.    

Make a competition part of an
open day at the store, to which you
invite local celebrities and potential
customers. Get visitors to sign a
guest book - it will be a valuable
source of possible future business.

� Don’t rush things. If potential
customers want a friendly chat do
your best to oblige, even when things
are hectic. If necessary, get help. If it
results in a customer who will be
regularly ringing your till in the
future, those few minutes showing
his eight-year-old son the latest
football boots will prove to have
been time very well spent.

BELOW: Studies have
proven that
customers are
attracted to bargain
prices, and will return
again and again

1. Mark-up on cost is achieved
by adding a predetermined profit
margin to the cost of merchandise.
Remember, if you have a varied
selection of products there’s no
reason why you shouldn’t use
different mark-ups.

2. Competitive pricing below the
competition simply means beating
your competitors’ prices. This can
work if you follow a strict inventory
plan, buy at the best prices and
design a marketing plan that
concentrates on price specials.

3. Competitive pricing above the
competition should only be considered
when you have a product monopoly
and provide a specialist service.

4. Psychological pricing is a
strategy based on what the customer
believes to be fair. The most
common method is what’s called
‘odd pricing’ - its practitioners
believe that customers are sensitive
to certain numbers, particularly those
ending in one, three, five, seven and
nine. The theory is that customers
faced with a price of, say, £9.95
subconsciously round it down to £9.
It’s hardly scientific, but it might be
worth giving it a whirl.

5. Multiple pricing involves
selling, say, three articles for the
price of one. It can prove effective in
luring customers to make more and
larger purchases, and as a loss leader
for clearance sales.

6. Discount pricing can include
coupons, rebates, markdowns or
seasonal prices. The decision on when
and what type of discounting to offer
depends on the type of merchandise,
the strength of the competition and
the amount of stock in hand. Keep in
mind that the right price of a product
always boils down to what the
customer is willing to pay.

� Offer bargains. Studies show that
nothing is more likely to bring in
potential customers than apparently
getting something for - almost -
nothing. For instance, a study in
Manchester supermarkets recently
showed that at least five out of every
10 customers who got a bargain or a
free gift came back and bought
something more expensive. Bargains
make sales but, more importantly, they
bring customers back again and again.

So just why are shoppers so
attracted to bargains? “Because
they’re fun,” declares consumer
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TREND SPOTTING

recreation - nationally, regionally and
locally. The survey has provided
important evidence to support strategic
planning and investment decisions
across Sport England and its partners
and to set targets for increasing
participation in sport. For the sports
retailer, the results of this survey
illustrate how sport participation is
changing and how the profile of sports
users has evolved from region to
region. Reports like this, coupled with
population data available from the
Office of National Statistics, can give
you all the tools you need to begin to
spot potential trends within your region
or specialist market.

For the sports retailer, the different
demands of the male and female
markets must be considered when
looking for trends. Jacqui Day, head of
female marketing at The Liquid Way,
a communications agency, says: “The
female market offers huge potential
for sports store owners, yet many have
been slow to embrace the opportunity.
It’s important to understand how
modern women feel about fitness, and
this can be done in a number of low-
cost ways. A regular subscription to a
consumer female fitness magazine will
provide a good insight into trends. 

“Likewise, women love social
media, so using sites such as Twitter is
a great way to follow conversations

Spotting the next big thing in sport is
the Holy Grail of all storeowners.
Sporting fads come and go, but if
your store can be ready to meet the
demand when it arrives it can have a
huge impact on your bottom line. So
how can you spot new trends in the
marketplace? And will these trends
last long enough to deliver a
significant income for your business?

Trend spotting has now become
somewhat of a science. In the fashion
industry staying ahead of the latest
trend is commercially important to
thousands of businesses. Services like
Trendstop (www.trendstop.co.uk) offer
detailed analysis that you can use as a
component of your own trend tracking
systems. As a trend is often an
evolution of an existing style or
product, keeping a close eye on what is
happening in allied fields is crucial to
spot crossover trends that could impact
on the sportswear and sports
equipment markets.

Blind luck?
You could be forgiven for thinking that
trend spotting is not really a science,
but in some cases just blind luck.
Nothing could be further from the
truth. It is possible to track a trend in
even a specialised marketplace, as
Marc Oratis, director of Edge2Edge, a
ski retailer in the South East of

England, explains: “As a ski and
snowboard wear shop owner and
buyer, we understand trends and I
certainly buy based on what the trend
is going to be.

“For example, patterns and use of
fabrics in clothing is very much the
trend at the moment. Likewise,
camouflage was the early trend a few
years ago, but this has moved onto
more sophisticated camouflage
patterns. Also, in our industry we have
to forward-buy up to six months in
advance of when we start to sell. This
can prove difficult if a new fashion
item has hit another market that proves
popular, as manufacturers can be slow
to react. As a store owner we also have
to balance what we think will sell and
what we would like to sell. In skiwear
we can be much bolder in the colours
we like to wear on the slopes, but
would not necessarily wear them
down the high street. But the difficulty
is convincing the buyer that they can
be bolder on the mountain.”

You can use published material to
gain an insight into the markets you
sell to. For instance, research from
organisations like Sport England that
looks closely at the UK’s sporting
habits can be revealing. 

The Active People survey has
helped establish a strong understanding
of participation in sport and active

ABOVE: You can use
published material to
gain an insight into
the markets you sell to
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marketplace. Any practical steps your
store can make in this area will deliver
commercial advantages. 

Retail investment
For the sports retailer that must look
closely at the resources they have and
the floor space available, the question
still remains: which products or
clothing will become this year’s hot
property? Looking at the past can
easily identify what products were
little more than fads, and which turned
into lucrative trends. The skateboard
seems to have moved in and out of
fashion over more than a decade,
while inline skating, which seemed to
be a fad, actually developed into a
sustainable trend that continues today.

Says Marc Oratis: “I would advise
looking at the high street to see what
colours are hip and what is being
shown at fashion shows. Also, when
buying ask the manufacturer what is
their hot product. Take into account
where you are located, as certain
countries have very different buying
tastes to others, and it can also work
from region to region. It is very
difficult to spot a fad, as the initial
demand is often high and you have to
ride with it. The problem often comes
with the second and third year as
demand drops off and you are left with
stock. The aim is to keep with core
product and build others around it
without overstretching yourself.”

Clearly, cultural events have a
huge impact on consumers. The recent
Beijing Olympics is a good example.
As a result of the success that Team
GB’s cyclists had, interest in cycling
has increased dramatically, with
British Cycling, the governing body of
cycling in Great Britain, enjoying a 40
per cent increase in membership.
Spotting trends within established
minority sports, or new sports coming
to the UK, could deliver new stock
lines that can ride the wave of interest
and enthusiasm that a new sporting
trend often brings.

Trend spotting within the sports
retail sector is highly specialised,
with marketing agencies able to
focus on specific sports or even
customer demographics. All this
research, of course, comes at a
price. Storeowners can, however,
become their own trend spotters by
paying close attention to
developments in fashion, the sports
industry in general and also what
sport-related interests nationally or
regionally are gaining news
coverage. Developing a close
relationship with all the members of
your supply chain can also give you
early warnings about what looks set
to become the next hot property in
your market. What is clear is that
becoming a trend spotter can deliver
real-world results that your business
will see reflected in its overall
profitability, now and in the future.

that young women are having about
sport and personal fitness. The big
trend at the moment is that women are
turning their backs on gym
memberships and instead are opting to
sign up for charity walks or runs.
Women do want to stay in shape, but
they also like activities where they can
spend time with friends and feel good
about their contribution to the wider
world, so charity events are much
more gratifying than sweating it out
alone on a treadmill.”

Another trend that will
increasingly impact on your business
is the move to more ethical retailing
and production. Major changes have
already taken place in other retail
sectors - most notably within large
chains such as Marks & Spencer,
which is moving through a £200
million eco-plan to make its business
carbon neutral in five years. 

Other initiatives from retailers
such as Tesco and Sainsbury illustrate
that ethical business is now high on
the consumer agenda. This is a trend
that all sports retailers must take note
of, and act on where possible. A
MORI poll conducted in 2007
revealed that 28 per cent of shoppers
were looking for locally produced
merchandise. Since then, the
awareness of how clothing and other
goods is produced has come
increasingly under the spotlight. The
trend for more environmentally aware
products is now established in the

Top tips
Trend spotting requires not just raw data about your market
and customers, but also a set of skills that must be developed
over time. Use these top tips to help you become an expert
trend spotter.
� Understand why you are trend spotting
Spotting a new trend that isn’t simply a short-term fad is the
perfect way to move your business into new product lines that
support the demands of your customer base. Trend spotting is
about understanding your customers’ motivation to buy. Also,
trends can have a very narrow focus on a select group of
consumers. Always ask yourself if this group of people actually
constitutes a market your store could realistically sell to.
� Focus your market analysis
When trend spotting you must keep your primary business at
the centre of your research, but it is important to avoid
narrowing your field of interest, as this could mean you miss
important changes in consumer behaviour that could impact on
your market sector. Often a trend will start in one industry and
move across others as consumers expect the other businesses
they buy from to offer similar products or services.
� Manage information overload
The internet can be an amazing resource for the trend spotter,
but also the source of an information avalanche that you have

to make sense of. To identify and then track a trend could mean
keeping an eye on dozens of different news feeds. The key is to
understand the type of trend spotting you want to do and then
tailor your news feeds to suit. Trendwatching has gathered over
200 articles about trend spotting at
http://trendwatching.com/about/inmedia.
� Analysing and understanding trends
Now that you have identified what kind of trends you want to
track and developed a portfolio of information resources, you
now need to make sense of the information that is flowing into
your business. One method you could use is PEST (political,
economic, socio-cultural and technological), which enables you
to analyse the data you have gathered. More information about
PEST is on the MindTools website:
www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMC_09.htm.
� Apply your trend knowledge
The trend information is just that - data. Now you must take
the insight you have gained and turn this into action within
your business. Trends can be subtle - perhaps a change of décor
within your store - or they can be radical, such as buying a
whole new product line. The important factor is to base each
decision on the trend data you have gathered.
Source: trendwatching.com.
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DISTRIBUTORS

We were once described as a nation
entirely of shopkeepers - not quite
the slur that may have been
intended, for indeed retailing has
long been part of the backbone of
our commercial success. Well, those
waving the flag for ‘Made In
Britain’ have long seen that once
proud industry statement take a
battering, with industry output at
the end of 2008 the worst since
1974, according to the Office for
National Statistics.

So it is the distributor, a breed of
entrepreneur that has evolved
naturally from that business DNA,
that has been putting us steadily on
the global map - a role, perhaps,
that’s not quite getting the
recognition it deserves.  

Familiarity breeds contentment for
those wanting to break into the
distribution business, says Lauren Fox

REAL DEAL
The

prayer. A jaunt round a trade show
perhaps, spot something that seems to
be the must-have of the moment,
bring it back and bingo.  

Denis Broder, managing director
of distributorship DB Leisure, and
exhibition director for the SLIDE
trade show (formerly Soltex), has
frequently seen examples of this
exuberant approach. “We often find
that there are late applications for
small stands at the show because
someone has gone to ispo, picked up a
product there and brought it straight
back to try and hit the market,” he
says. It’s actually not a bad idea
overall, but unfortunately, products
that might seem like a good idea at the
time in Munich may not translate so
easily to the UK market. What’s more,
if the concept is entirely new, retail
confidence is going to be a hard-
earned thing.

As Sir Alan Sugar reminds his
Apprentice candidates repeatedly, it’s
all about picking the right product, the
one which people will feel secure in
committing to and are therefore
prepared to pay for. It’s far easier to
sell what the market wants, than to try
to change the market. 

This view is wholeheartedly

Challenge
Media headlines and public interest
are constantly maintained on a
romantic diet of start-ups and
inventors, with much talk of ‘creating
the next best thing’. That’s all well
and good, but there is another way to
get that enterprising buzz, and that’s
going out and finding the next best
thing already produced and packaged
and taking on the challenge of
breaking it into the market.  

Keeping a balance between
supplier and retailer takes some
commercial juggling skill; turning that
into a positive bank balance can be
nothing short of understated
brilliance. There are those that
misguidedly believe that distribution
is the answer to the ‘get rich quick’
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shared by Richard Birchwood, whose
distribution business, J&R Sports, was
established with his father nearly 10
years ago. J&R has a highly focused
multi-brand portfolio with very clear
market segmentation, and Birchwood
is adamant that this is integral to
maintaining customer trust. “You have
to know your market strengths and
build on that,” he says. “We haven’t
dropped a product yet and I am proud
to say it’s all still selling.” There is the
prospect that a brand may decide to
diversify, creating a fashion offering,
for instance, which may require
additional distribution. Birchwood
says: “Of course, this can impact on
the relationship and it is important to
recognise when a specialist alternative
is appropriate.”

Birchwood distributes in the UK
and ROI, using a network of
experienced agents to provide regional
on-the-road service to the customer
network. Recognition that dynamic
customer service is critical to success
has enabled J&R to grow
significantly, and it is something the
company won’t compromise on. “We
get well looked after by our suppliers
because they know that we are
representing their brands in the best
possible way,” says Birchwood.    

Being able to hold stock and
handle any in-season repeats or
returns quickly is one element of this
service, and J&R has invested
significantly in extensive new
warehousing and developed despatch
and internet support services,
successfully tuning into the current
retail pace. While the market is
evolving rapidly, Birchwood advises
that making too many changes is
unnecessary and can be
counterproductive: “Online service is
essential, but changing your website
repeatedly, for example, can reduce
your visibility by lowering your
search engine status. Above all, it’s
about consistency of service.”

Demanding
Denis Broder has operated DB
Leisure successfully for 30 years and
has no doubt that it’s a demanding
business on many levels.
“Researching the initial product
selection is essential and it’s a risk,
even if you know your market inside
out,” he says. “A supplier may rethink
distribution during a downturn, or
even have an agenda to move into the
market themselves once established.”
Distributors face challenges from

customers too, who have been known
to try to go directly to suppliers or
alternative European distributors to
increase margins. “It’s easy now to
compare prices on an international
basis,” confirms Broder. “But what
sometimes gets overlooked is the
value of the service being provided.
And by the time they look at
minimums, then add on shipping and
duties, they aren’t any better off.”

With so many variables involved,
is there any way to minimise
distribution business risk on either
side? Ted Ivens is a renowned
management consultant whose
company, International Sports
Marketing, has been selecting
executive staff for leading global
brands since 1986. That expertise has
more recently been driving forward
sister company Sports Brokers
(www.spobro.com), which provides a
form of matchmaking service for
brands and would-be distributors. The
concept came from existing clients of
ISM, highlighting the need for such a
service. Ivens’ company is now a
global resource for distribution
opportunities, with payment only on
successful introduction.  

Distribution is a business sector
that, as both Broder and Birchwood
confirm, is fraught with pitfalls. Ivens
agrees: “We spend a lot of time
helping to undo what’s been done
badly in the first place. We’ve seen
many a hasty trade show decision
result in a contractual nightmare that
we need to resolve.”  

By utilising a service such as
Sports Brokers, the initial pitching,
research and viability studies are all
carried out, and with ISM’s extensive
sports industry knowledge, people and
businesses can be effectively matched.

“It is extremely important to have
shared objectives and attitudes in
distribution,” says Ivens. “Speaking
the same language is all about having
the same approach and empathy,
although some brands do focus on
numbers alone.”

There is no doubt that the role of
distributor is very much one where
knowledge is power. Those that
succeed have successfully thought
out how to take on brands and tune
into customer potential. The
demands are high - from providing
marketing support to a logistical
infrastructure - but the drive of a
constant challenge, the flexibility
and the returns on getting it right are
highly significant for those with the
knowledge and passion. As Denis
Broder comments: “It’s not your
brand. But it’s still your baby.” si

ABOVE: Distributorship
DB Leisure has

operated successfully
for 30 years

BELOW: J&R Sports
has a highly focused
multi-brand portfolio

with very clear
market segmentation
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but also an increase in the number of
school sports staff and also of
specialist sports colleges.

Specialist sports colleges have
particularly proven the worth of an
increased focus on PE. Where
standards in sport rise, so do
standards in academic education.
One very good example of this is
Lea Valley High School in Essex,
which has enjoyed improved exam
results year on year since its
designation as a specialist sports
college in 2002.

So whether you agree that yoga
is a proper sport or not, just getting
children to do some physical activity
is so important it almost becomes
irrelevant whether it’s actually
‘proper’ or not.

Sam Kinyanjui, web and
marketing manager at sportswear
manufacturer Team Colours, agrees:
“Participating in school sports
extends beyond the basic elements of
keeping children fit and physical
development,” he says. “It also instils

Cheerleading, skateboarding and
yoga don’t sound like schools
sports. Traditionalists might even
call them leisure pursuits. But an
Ofsted report published in April
shows that more children than ever
are enjoying PE now that
alternative sports like these have
been introduced alongside the more
usual school games. 

The report found that the
majority of primary schools
inspected offered two hours of PE,
while of the secondary schools
visited, nine out of 10 offered two
hours of sport each week in Key
Stage 3. The news is a coup for the
government, which has achieved a
target set in 2002 of two hours of
high quality PE a week for every
child in school, with the aim of
addressing a disastrous decline of
sports in schools.

Low point
The trouble started in the 1960s, but
the low point came in the 1980s when
Labour-run local authorities opted out

of competitive sports and the
Conservatives flogged off playing
fields at the rate of 40 a week.
Strikes by teachers under the
Conservative government made
things worse as the goodwill between
teacher and state was destroyed and
after-school and weekend sports
activities, run voluntarily by teachers,
came to an end.

By 1999 it was estimated that
more than half a million hours of PE
had been lost from the primary
school curriculum, with some
schools providing as little as 12
hours’ PE a year.

This has been blamed for the rise
in child obesity and thousands of
physically illiterate young people
taking little or no participation in sport.

Threatened with a health and
fitness disaster, New Labour set up
the initiative to get sport back into
schools. This not only included the
introduction of a wider range of
sports into schools, with the aim of
achieving two hours of PE a week,
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The damage done by years of
neglect in school sports is
finally being undone, reports
Louise Ramsay
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pamby, traditionalists will be pleased
to note that competitive sports are
also back on the agenda. In his
speech last August at the Beijing
Olympics, Gordon Brown vowed to
continue encouraging competitive
sport in schools, saying it had been
wrong to discourage children from
competing against each other. 

The grandest inspiration for school
sports, however, has to be the 2012
Olympics. Indeed, the promise that it
would be was part of the core pitch by
Sebastian Coe that ensured London
was victorious. The government’s
strategy to support the hoped-for
legion of newly inspired pupils is to
offer an extra three hours of quality
sport to pupils outside the curriculum,
either in the extended school day or
through local sports clubs.

The assumption is that as
children grow older they will
increasingly be directed towards club
and community-based sports. The
idea is that this will get them used to
doing sport outside of a school
setting and hopefully slow and
reverse the drop in sports
participation, which happens around
the age of 16. To implement the extra
three hours of PE, the government
has invested an additional
£100million into school sport. All
sports governing bodies also now
have to work closely with schools as
a condition of lottery funding
distributed by Sport England. There
will, however, be some onus on the
voluntary sector to be involved. 

Inspired
Whether this will lead to a return to
the old days, where the history
teacher leads the rugby team on a
Saturday morning, has yet to be seen,
but there’s a chance that if children
are inspired, adults will be too.
Manufacturers are certainly
expecting a huge take up of sport by
school-aged children. 

“We always find a big boost in
sales around the time of big sporting
events such as Wimbledon and the
Rugby World Cup,” says James
Greenlees. “The Olympics should be
a great national event, one that unites
people of all ages across the UK
supporting the British team.  The
effect of this will be an increase in
the number of pupils wanting to

participate in Olympic sports such as
athletics, swimming and gymnastics.
It’s one area where television can
have a very positive influence on
children’s lives.” 

Gymphlex has manufactured
sportswear for 70 years, and is already
experienced at dealing with the
schools market. “We are constantly
evolving to ensure our product range
fits the demands of the market place,”
says Greenlees. “Most recently, we
have launched GFORCE, a range of
sporting goods that can be
personalised to fit the school’s
requirements, using school colours,
badges and embroidered names to
produce a highly professional kit. 

“Flexibility is key. We can help
schools raise the bar for their
sporting teams with a cohesive
school identity on their kits, not only
just in the colours, but also by
offering branding on any design
feature they wish, such as buttons,
neck tapes and zips - enabling
schools to cost-effectively reinforce
their own brand on the sports field.”

Team Colours is also on the ball
for the school market. “To
accommodate the needs of the junior
athlete, we’re in the process of
developing a section specially geared
towards the younger person,” says Sam
Kinyanjui. “We’ve also introduced a
‘design-your-own’ tool where people
can colour in sports kit in the colours
of their choice. This is really popular
because it means everyone can get
involved in the design process.”

valuable lessons that are essential in
the life of a student. Where else can
a young, impressionable youth learn
values such as discipline,
responsibility, self-confidence,
sacrifice and accountability as they
have fun with their peers?”

Girls are particularly hard to drag
onto the sports field, as they
generally see school sports as
aversion therapy. Research by The
Women’s Sport and Fitness
Foundation in 2007 found that more
than 80 per cent of women are not
doing enough exercise to benefit
their health, and young women are
only half as active as their male
counterparts. It said many women
are put off exercise from an early age
- typically by school sport. 

Girls’ kit
Alternative sports have proven
particularly successful in attracting
less-sporty girls back into PE, to
whom non-team sports such as yoga,
dance and aerobics are far more
appealing. Inroads are also being
made into what girls wear. Olympic
medalist Dame Kelly Holmes
believes that teenage girls are put off
sports by sports kit such as pleated
mini-skirts and baggy polo shirts,
which they see as ‘uncool’.

In January last year she launched
a prototype for the ideal modern PE
kit based around fashionable black
and pink hoodies and tracksuit
bottoms, which are not only a more
comfortable alternative, but also help
self-conscious teenage girls to cover
up. Schools that have introduced these
new kits have seen positive effects. 

Clothing for girls is also seen as
a key element at sportswear
manufacturer Gymphlex. “Within our
new GFORCE range we have
introduced a range of female kits for
sports traditionally associated with
boys such as football, cricket and
rugby,” says managing director,
James Greenlees. “These kits have
been very well received, and orders
are increasing. We suspect that girls
were already playing these sports in
unisex kits, but the opportunity to
have garments tailored to the female
players has enabled schools to invest
more heavily in the female teams.” 

But if all this alternative
behaviour still seems a bit namby-
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Custom team hoodies and sweats
If kids look the part on the playing field, shouldn’t they look the
part off it too? Team Colours has extended its bespoke teamwear
range to include fashionable hoodies and matching sweats.
Contrasting inside hoods, side or pocket panels and sleeves are
some of the options that will give young athletes the distinctive
look they value. 

Visit www.team-colours.co.uk/hoodies to choose from the
company’s comprehensive range, or even design your own unique
style online. To complete the look, both on and off the pitch, Team
Colours’ print and embroidery facility will add the finishing touch.
Further information: info@team-colours.co.uk 
or call 01920 871 453 / 01920 877 270. Fax 0190 872 278.

School
sports
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IN SEASON NETBALL

It might come as a surprise to
discover that netball isn’t an Olympic
sport. Indeed, played by in excess of
one million people in the UK and 20
million people in 70 countries
worldwide, it seems quite odd that it’s
not - particularly as being included in
the Olympic schedule could help iron
out gender discrepancies. Currently
men can compete in 164 Olympic
events, whilst women can compete in
just 124, limiting medal opportunities
for women.

But then cracking Olympic
inclusion is no easy matter. A robust
and rigorous process controlled by the
International Olympic Committee
(IOC), netball is just one of many
sports that is vying to be in the
Olympics. Not that this is putting
netball enthusiasts off. England
Netball and a myriad of influential
figures, including Cherie Blaire,
former England football captain Bryan
Robson and even Prime Minister
Gordon Brown, are backing netball’s
Olympic bid, not only raising its
chances of Olympic success, but its
profile as a world sport in the process.  

Roots
Netball traces its roots to basketball,
which was devised by teacher James
Naismith in 1891. As women’s clothes
prevented them from carrying out
important basketball moves such as
running and dribbling, the game was
modified to accommodate these
restrictions, and netball was born. The
game was imported into Britain in the
late 1890s and soon spread throughout
most British Commonwealth territories.
An international netball federation was
established in 1960, but the first big
boost to netball came in 1995 when it
was recognised by the IOC as an
official sport. This not only increased
the chances of netball being played at
the Olympics, but also meant that, in
turn, netball was played from then on at

Net interest 
Netball hasn’t made it into the
Olympics just yet, but its profile as
a world sport is continuing to rise,
reports Louise Ramsay

the Commonwealth Games, catapulting
it into the international arena.

Netball is still massively popular
in the UK and former Commonwealth
countries. In Australia it’s one of the
most popular sports in the country. No
longer a genteel game for demure
schoolgirls, although players are still
only allowed to take one step with the
ball and the court limitations on each
position remain, the game is now high-
paced and extremely energetic, with
one of the highest rates of knee
injuries amongst its players. 

England is one of the highest
achieving countries in netball, ranking
third in the world. Which means, if we
were in the Olympics, we’d be in with
a good chance of a gold medal.
Determined to create such an
opportunity is TeamBath goalkeeper
Eboni Beckford-Chambers, who has
also played three times for England.

She started a campaign with a
Facebook group called ‘Bid to get
netball in the 2012 Olympics’. More
than 40,000 members have joined to

date, but support was dramatically
swollen by an in-store campaign by
retail giant The Co-operative, sponsor of
the national Superleague, where some
587,000 people signalled their support
for the campaign via card payment pads
at the firm’s 2,000 food stores.

Says Beckford-Chambers: “I
started the campaign after seeing a
newspaper article where Gordon
Brown said that he would like to see
netball in the Olympics. My original
aim was to find 500,000 people to
support the campaign. Since The Co-
operative has been involved, we have
smashed that target and are looking to
carry on to get over one million.” In
February this year Olympic gold
medallist Denise Lewis added her
support to the campaign alongside the
likes of Dame Kelly Holmes and
Mark Ramprakash. 

Despite this, netball was not
included on the shortlist for the 2012
or 2016 Games. “Not enough
countries play it yet to meet the
Olympic Committee’s criteria,” says



15,300, with thousands more
watching all three tests on Sky Sports. 

This rise in profile is in part due to
the Olympic campaign, but also
because of the efforts of each of the
respective home nation’s national
associations. It's also the only women’s
team sport that enjoys weekly television
coverage on Sky for The Co-operative
Superleague and international matches,
with increasing press coverage of the
latter. The average weekly TV viewing
figures for the CNSL during season
2007-08 was 85,000.

Promotion
The sport is also promoted heavily
within youth and schools sectors. “As
an example, the England Netball
School/Club Link programme has been
developed by England Netball as a
‘support tool’ for both primary and
secondary school teachers,” says Sam
Kinyanjui, web and marketing manager
at sportswear manufacturer Team
Colours. “In addition, the programme
supports the National Strategy for
School Sport (PESSCL), which aims to
ensure that all children, whatever their
circumstances or abilities, should be
able to participate and enjoy physical
education and sport.”

Bound to boost netball’s profile
further is the World Netball Series,
which will be held in Manchester in
October and is a new version of the
game where the top six netballing
nations (England, Australia, New
Zealand, Jamaica, Samoa and Malawi)
will compete. A game structured
around shorter six-minute quarters, it
creates a more vibrant game designed
to appeal to audiences and attract new
participants and spectators.

Netball in England has also led the
way with a new Netball Podcast,

which recently trialled over the CNSL
play-offs and achieved over 100,000
hits in the first few weeks.

This rising profile adds up to an
increasing number of netball players to
kit out. “Netball offers retailers an
excellent opportunity to enhance their
sales, especially in today’s economic
climate,” says Sam Kinyanjui. Team
Colours has adapted kit to changes in
netball rules and ball design, which
have speeded up the game. It supplies
unique netball dress designs and
skirt/top combinations that are
available in a choice of fabrics,
including Meryl. This high-
performance fabric allows for a good
fit, ease of movement and is designed
to wick away moisture from the body,
helping to keep the player cool.

Shoes are also an integral part of a
netball player’s performance, as Liz
Austen, product manager at ASICS
UK, explains: “In the past, a netball
shoe would inherently be a volleyball
or cross-training development simply
rebadged to masquerade as a netball
shoe. ASICS see netball as probably
the toughest sport in the world on shoe
wear and durability. One of the main
reasons is that netball, at a grass-roots
level, is mostly played outdoors, on
hard surfaces.

“Protection from wear is a
performance factor for the player,
because again the shoe reacts to the
demands of the foot and moves the
player into the next position of gait. We
release many different models of netball
shoes, not for a position that is played,
but more so based on the wear patterns
that the player experiences with her
footwear. Most importantly, our shoes
are developed in Australia, which is
traditionally regarded to have the most
successful team in international netball.”

Beckford-Chambers. “We’re hoping
though that England Netball and The
Co-operative can run a festival
alongside the 2012 Olympics
showcasing the sport and hopefully
enthusing visiting countries to pick it
up. It is only then that the dream of
netball becoming an Olympic sport
might come true.”

Hopes are high for such a
showcase, as Gordon Brown has said
that he would like to see netball
promoted in this way. It would
certainly help the next objective for
netball, which is to secure its
inclusion in the shortlist for the 2020
Games, to be considered in 2013.
Says Paul Clark, chief executive of
governing body England Netball:
“The inclusion of netball in the
Olympic programme will be the
catalyst for increasing participation in
the game. The government recognises
that women and girls are under-
represented in sport generally and
possess the highest drop-off rates -
and netball is superbly positioned to
address all of these issues.”

However, even without making it
into the Olympics, netball’s profile is
still rising. “Domestically, affiliation to
England Netball is growing year on
year and a national participation
survey has shown a 12.8 per cent
growth in netball participation over the
last two years,” says Clark. “Netball is
not a prominent sport in Europe, but
recently Switzerland, Sweden and
Spain have all affiliated to the
European federation.” 

Attendance figures at live events
are also impressive. At the last
International Netball Series between
England and Jamaica, the first two
tests were sold out. The total
attendances were approximately si
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IN SEASON NETBALL 

Mitre Venturi netball 
The Mitre Venturi is a professional quality netball with
advanced positive grip emboss for indoor and outdoor use.
The ball boasts technology to improve its shape and shape
retention, while increasing durability of the ball, and has a
high air retention performance bladder. 

This is a ball for the world’s best, for a fast and exciting game
where the advanced performance of the ball

needs to match the players’ skills.
For more information visit

www.mitre.com or email
enquiries@mitre.com.

Team Colours
Always at the forefront of
innovative sporting styles, Team
Colours’ custom-made sports kit
service is ideal for netballers. 

The company will
design and produce
your team’s kit for the
new season for little
more than the cost of
an off-the-shelf solution.
Go to its website at
www.team-
colours.co.uk/netball to
see the spectacular range
of netball styles and

accessories on offer. The
Netball Designer Tool

enables you to design your kit
on-screen and then get a quote

by submitting your order online.
Team Colours includes a full print
and embroidery service to add
the finishing touch.
For more information email
info@team-colours.co.uk or call

01920 871453 / 01920 877 270.

Netball
www.sportindustry.biz
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Be captain
Shoot a goal
Win a penalty
Pass it hard
Be a team player
Get picked
Win the toss
Be goal shooter
Hold my space
Outrun my opponent
Receive the centre pass
Get in the school team
Play for my country
Intercept the pass
Inspire my team
Prove them right
Prove them wrong

mitre.com



IN SEASON RUNNING & ATHLETICS

Running & athletics

Probably the best double layer
sock in the world just got better
Hilly is pleased to announce an update to its most popular
sock ever. The Twin Skin range has been the company’s
number one sock since Hilly was formed in 1992.

Building on the successful heritage of the Twin Skin name,
Hilly’s design team, including Dr Ron Hill MBE, has worked

hard to further improve the features of probably the best
double layer sock in the world.

Further to the fantastic existing features come new
improved features, including:
� New ‘VentFlex’ panel on front of ankle for improved
ventilation and flexibility (Classic and Anklet styles only).
� New heel and toe box shape for extra abrasion
resistance.
� Pre-shrunk and new improved fit.

The Twin Skin is still available in Classic, Anklet and
Socklet lengths, and all in a number of colourways.

The developments have been well received, with a great
response at the recent London Marathon Expo, showing that
when it comes to leading the field in technical performance
socks, clothing and accessories Hilly is still at the forefront.
For further details contact Hilly on 0161 366 8207 or email
thomasc@hillyclothing.co.uk.
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Brooks Sports
Brooks Sports is delighted to welcome Ravenna to the company’s stable of
performance running shoes - joining other styles in its range, which include
award-winners the Brooks Adrenaline GTS from the support category and
Cascadia from trail. Ravenna slots into the guidance category, alongside
Infiniti and Switch. 

Combining BioMoGo cushioning with a mild support post, the

Ravenna is all about you and your needs. Do you need more support on
some runs and less on others? Ravenna provides just the right amount,
when and where you need it. Extra adjustability in the upper means there is
more instep variability, so you have a perfect fit, every day, in one shoe. 
To find out more about the complete Brooks range, including
apparel, visit www.brooksrunning.co.uk or call 01903 817009.
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Saucony ProGrid Omni 8
The latest version of Saucony’s top-selling shoe, the ProGrid Omni 8, is available
now. Already critically acclaimed, the Omni 8 has been awarded the coveted
Editor’s Choice award by ‘Runner’s World USA’ in its summer 2009 shoe guide.

‘Runner’s World’ testers said: “Saucony did a great job giving this update a
smoother, more comfortable ride, while maintaining the ample support the shoe
is known for.”

Advance orders of the shoe already exceed those of its predecessor, the
Omni 7. The new shoe has gently evolved to offer a slightly repositioned medial
post, improved fit around the heel with new memory foam and high wicking
Hydrator fabric in the tongue and collar.
For more information visit www.saucony.co.uk/omni or call 
023 9282 3664 (00 353 145 116 77 for Daricia in Ireland).

Wave Cabrakan
Available in September 2009, the Wave Cabrakan is a superb off-road package
offering traction, protection and cushioning from a full-length wave plate with a
nano coated water resisted mesh.
For further information on the Wave Cabrakan and Mizuno products 
and technology contact Mizuno on 
0800 328 0180 or visit
www.Mizuno.eu.

www.sportindustry.biz



The Brooks Adrenaline GTS sells over one million pairs a year to runners demanding support. 
It is the ultimate Go To Shoe for the running trade, backed with all the knowledge of a specialist running company. 

Retailers receive excellent technical support, national advertising campaigns and top quality product.

Customer services (+44)01903 817009.   www.brooksrunning.co.uk

For the full range of our technical 
running shoes and apparel visit: 

www.brooksrunning.co.uk
Not just the box. But the shoe too! The Brooks Adrenaline GTS™ 9
features the first ever biodegradable midsole, saving our planet one

pair of shoes at a time.

YOUR SHOEBOX MANSION MAKES A LOVELY HOME

NOT ALL SUPERHEROES
HAVE CAPES

BROOKS
ADRENALINE GTS®9
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Swimming

Rucanor Sports Sub Aqua Summer 09
Order £250-plus of any of the following products from Rucanor for delivery
by August 31, 2009 and receive an extra five per cent discount:

Sea Horse V (order per six - limited stock); Oceanis III; Atlantis III; Deep
Sea III; Tropical II; Dolphina III; Blue Bay III; Ray II; Scuba III; Octopus III;
Starfish IV (per three sets per size - limited size).
For further information on these, or any other products from Rucanor, 
call the sales hotline number: 0845 2300147.

Sizzling summer beachwear from Maru
Summer has arrived and Maru has some hot swimsuits and
tankinis to entice your customers in preparation for those

sun-soaked days on the beach or by the poolside. 
Top of the bill are the Daisy halter-neck swimsuit and

Daisy Tankini, with halter-neck top and short-style pants. Both
styles come in bright fuchsia and berry or subtle black and

lemon and sport a pretty daisy motif. Thin-strap Bertie swimsuits
in simple denim or bright orange with pretty silver

appliqué designs are also tempting. The 
Bertie style is also available as a
tankini with thin-strap top and
attractive adjustable pant tie,

which is proving highly popular
with retailers this season.

To find out more call 
Maru Swimwear on 

+44 (0) 115 985 1212, email
sales@maruswimwear.co.uk 

or visit the website at
www.maruswimwear.co.uk. 
Maru carries a full range of
stock and provides 48-hour

delivery on all orders. 

IN SEASON SWIMMING



www.sportindustry.biz
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Fashy swimwear 
and accessories
The introduction of free swimming
is encouraging all age groups to
take the plunge. Fashy supplies
swimwear and accessories, in
small quantities, all year
round. Products range from
swim turbans and cup-size
swimwear for the more
mature swimmer to swim
nappies for the very
young - including UV
protection suits.

The accessory range
is the largest available.
Swimming aids include
armbands for adults,
while goggles include
dioptre lenses. Shoes
range from flip-flops to
swim shoes, to poolside
protection and safety.
There is also a range of
beach goods, just in case
we do get a good summer
this year!
Fashy UK Ltd: 
01202 515251. 
Email: sales@fashy.co.uk. 
Web: www.fashy.com.





Tel: 00353 16293848    www.sportech.ie

2009 RANGE

Sportech are pleased to announce
that we are 10 years old this

March! We would like to thank all
our customers for their support

and loyalty and look forward to the
next 10 years. At the moment, we
are very busy with the selling of

our RIDGE 53 BACK TO SCHOOL
2009 range as highlighted below,
and we are very excited about out

new range of breathable/
waterproof outdoor wear, that will

be available end of May 2009.
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SWIMMING

The British swimwear market has the
smallest value among the big five countries
in Europe, but it is a market with great
potential and generates large revenues
within the British sports apparel industry. 

Nearly £200million-worth of male and
female swimwear was sold in 2008,
according to NPD’s Online Consumer Data,
which ranks the swimming category among
the top sports apparel categories in Great
Britain. Furthermore, the latest survey
released by the Amateur Swimming
Association, in conjunction with Sport
England, in December 2008 shows that
swimming was the biggest participation sport
in England between October 2007 and
October 2008, with more participants than
athletics or even football. 

MASS APPEAL
The swimwear sector has plenty of potential
for retailers to exploit, says The NPD Group



Participation
3.24 million adults (aged 16 and over)
said that they had taken part in
swimming at ‘a moderate intensity and
for 30 minutes or more at least once in
the past week’ when questioned. To put
this into context, 1.6 million adults
responded by saying they had taken
part in athletics (inclusive of running,
track and field, and jogging), while 2.1
million adults had played football. 

The GB swimwear market is very
competitive and characterised by a wide
variety of brands. Own-brand offerings
from the likes of Marks & Spencer,
Tesco, Next and BHS compete with
Speedo, adidas and Nike for market
share. As a result, consumers have

plenty of choice, as well as a range of
price points, when they’re looking to
purchase a swimsuit. To find the right
swimwear consumers generally turn to
retailers that display a wide range of
products. As a consequence, sales on
the internet are increasing, since
consumers have access to a large array
of products online. 

In stark contrast to the economic
downturn experienced in many
markets, the internet has actually seen
a boom in average prices during the
six-month period to December 2008,
compared to the same period in 2007.
Sports shops showed a strong decrease
in value sales during this time, but
were able to keep volume levels at a
relative constant with the help of price
decreases. The high street stores that
have really benefited are the discount
outlets such as TK Maxx, which saw
double-digit increases in sales during
this time period. These retailers pride
themselves on stocking last year’s
ranges from fashionable labels, thus
keeping prices lower while style
remains the focus.

Looking good
So it seems that consumers want to
look good whether they’re serious
swimmers or they swim for leisure. As
swimwear constantly evolves in both
the leisure and sports sector, Speedo is
the brand that is associated with ‘the
notion of evolution’. In recent years
Speedo has been at the heart of
controversies about the technical and
competitive advantages that some

racing swimsuits offered to athletes. In
2008, 108 world records were broken -
79 of them by swimmers wearing the
Speedo LZR Racer swimsuit. Speedo
is a major name in Great Britain and
the extensive media coverage that the
brand received thanks to the Beijing
Games boosted its profile even further.
But the brand is perceived as ‘sports
performance’, and Speedo still has
some work to do to extend its expertise
from the sports market to join the
many brands in leisure swimming.

As a sporting activity with a low
risk of injury, compared to many other
sports, swimming is practised across
all age groups and, according to NPD’s
Online Consumer Data, older age
groups played a big part in Great
Britain swimwear sales in 2008. This
level could increase even more in 2009
as a result of the government’s
initiative to get more people
participating in swimming in the run-
up to the 2012 Olympics. 

Free access to a large number of
swimming pools was provided to
people under-16 and over-60 from April
1 this year. This move could mean
higher sales of swimwear for British
retailers and increase Great Britain’s
chances of Olympic success in 2012.

The NPD Group monitors the sales of
sports footwear and sports apparel in
many countries around the world. For
more information contact 
The NPD Group sports team on 
01932 355580.

si
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SPORTS INSIGHT BUYERS' GUIDE 2008/9
Book Online at www.sports-insight.co.uk

Tel 01206 505947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk

To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
Visit us online at www.sports-insight.co.uk

To place an order or request a catalogue: 
Call 01392 354790  Fax 01392 354793

Email sales@bbsports.co.uk
Warehouse: BB SPORTS DISTRIBUTORS, 

29A Apple Lane, Trade City, Exeter, EX2 7HA 

• Huge range of Licensed Premiership Football 
souvenirs available from stock.

• Best Wholesale Prices – Immediate Delivery    
• Latest Products and Designs

Trade Accounts Available Now Online - www.bbsports.co.uk

Team up with Force XV today and become part of our rapidly
expanding UK network of retailers and team wear specialists!

For more information contact:  Matthew Tetlow (British)
Email: contact-export@forcexv.com

or directly on 00 33 546 563 616

SUBLIMATED JERSEYS PROTECTION TEAMWEARPROTECTION TEAMWEAR

Since 1988

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists

Phone: 0845 2600 780 Fax: 0845 2600 790
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Global Football Company offers by far the most comprehensive range of licensed football products available,

which this year includes a number of lines that are totally exclusive to us. From branded footballs &
playing accessories such as sweatbands, water bottles and captain’s armbands to fan products like

hats, scarves, flags, gloves, mugs, keyrings, badges, and executive gifts
such as leather wallets, pewter tankards, hip flasks and zippo lighters.

See the web site at www.globalfootballcompany.com
and contact us for full details: T: 0161 282 0770

F: 0161 282 0733  E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

Archery suppliers since 1963

Bows, arrows, crossbows, 

targets, accessories.

Tel:   01296 632573

Email: admin@petron.info

Web: www.petron.info

VIGA
Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

• WATERPROOF JACKETS • 
• GILET TOP •

• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS • 
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS • 

• VESTS • 
• SHORTS •

DISTRIBUTORS OF OFFICIAL FOOTBALL
MERCHANDISE

Trade Accounts now available online
www.footballsouvenirs.net

30 Racecourse Road, Gallowfields Trading Estate, Richmond, North Yorks DL10 4TG

Telephone 05600 767108 Tel/Fax 01748 826024

FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS LIMITED

Rugby

Wholesaler

Wholesaler

Table Tennis

Team Wear

Fitness Equipment

Merchandising

Athletic/School Clothing

Football Collectables

EPOS

Archery

Fitness

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours. 

Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.
Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229  Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

NEWThe Wholesaler UK the leading online trade 
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

www.thewholesaler.co.uk
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TAIL-ENDER

We’ve had gales all week and the
other morning my assistant
Norman reported that two more
letters had fallen off the shop sign
and he felt that it was really time
we did something about our
corporate identity.

“To be honest, I’ve never thought

‘Premier Sports’ quite meets the

challenges of 21st century retailing,”

Norman said. “And ‘Emier Orts’

sounds like a Turkish wrestler.”   

“My dad chose the name because it

means first and finest. It was also the

name of the fish and chip shop in

Rotherham where he met my mother,

and if it’s good enough for him and

me, it’s certainly good enough for you,

my lad,” I said. But I knew in my heart

of hearts that he just might be right.        

What with one thing and another,

we probably had let our dynamic

image slip a little and I had honestly

been meaning to take the football kit

out of the window ever since the start

of the cricket season, but then the dog

had that nasty ear infection and it

slipped my mind.

Basic identity facelift
By now Norman, whose neighbour

lets him have the business sections out

of his posh Sunday papers in exchange

for a squint through the ‘Sunday

Sport’, was in full flow about

corporate identity. He said that a

successful corporate image should

reflect every aspect of what a business

does, and that most companies should

contemplate a basic identity facelift at

least every 10 years. 

“I’ve been here longer than that,”

Norman said. “And letters were falling

off the fascia board even then. We lost

the P when England were beaten by

Germany in the 1996 European

Championships.”

Walking down the street to get the

lunchtime pork pies, I had a good look

around - and had to admit that times

were certainly changing where shop

names were concerned. The

hairdresser’s on the corner was now

‘Hair Force One’, the chippie is ‘In Cod

We Trust’ and the Chinese takeaway

had become ‘Wok Around The Clock’.

Even the junk shop run by old Mr

Mortiboys, which had been ‘The Junk

Shop’ for as long as I could remember,

was now ‘Den of Antiquities’ and the

shed round the back full of old LP

records had become ‘The Vinyl

Resting Place’.

“You’ve got to move with the

times, boy,” Mr Mortiboys said. “I was

going to change it to ‘Junk and

Disorderly’, but I thought ‘Den of

Antiquities’ had more class. Time you

changed that old sign of yours. People

might think you’re a Turkish wrestler

or something.”

He said he had to go and attend to

a customer: “He wants to buy a pair of

camouflage trousers. Trouble is, we

can’t find them...” 

Hairdressers certainly seem to have

taken the corporate image message on

board. Just on the short walk back to

the shop I clocked up ‘The Lunatic

Fringe’, ‘British Hairways’, ‘Curl up

and Dye’, ‘Ryan Hair’ and ‘The Best

Little Hairhouse in Town’.

They were closely followed by

fish and chip shops ‘A Salt and

Battered’, ‘Good Buy, Mr Chips’, ‘The

Frying Scotsman’, ‘Battersea Cods

Home’ and ‘Codrophenia’.

Then there’s ‘Sofa So Good’ soft

furnishings, ‘Pizza the Action’ fast-

food joint and ‘Sam ‘n’ Ella's’ café, not

to mention the ‘Stumble Inn’, the

‘Balti Towers’ Indian restaurant and

‘The Stork Exchange’ second-hand

baby clothes shop. And what about the

bakery called ‘Bun in the Oven’, the

‘Fish and Chirps’ pet shop and the ‘On

a Roll’ snack store? What indeed.

‘Closed’ of yesteryear
The corporate image lingers even

when shops are shut. Instead of the

perfunctory ‘Closed’ of yesteryear, the

local music shop now has ‘Gone to

lunch. Bach at 1pm. Offenbach

earlier’, while a nearby computer

repairer has ‘Out for a quick byte’.

‘Electrical Repair Shop - we fix

anything’ let the side down a bit with a

note on the door reading: ‘Please

knock. Doorbell broken’, but at least it

was different.

I got back to ‘Emier Orts’ in

thoughtful mood - and with a few

scribbled suggestions for a new

dynamic name for the place. How about

‘Sporting Life’, ‘Be a Good Sport’ or

‘Fit for Life’? “More like ‘Fit to Drop’,”

was Norman’s reaction to that one.    

He said maybe ‘Premier Sports’

wasn’t such a bad name after all:

“Sounds authoritative and important,

don’t you think?” Norman said he had

a mate who could put the letters back

on the fascia in return for sponsoring

him in a darts marathon raising funds

to campaign for a knighthood for

Bruce Forsyth. 

It didn’t take me long to suss out

Norman’s little game. Now

Wolverhampton Wanderers are back in

the Premiership, he reckons writing on

Premier Sports notepaper might fool

someone into knocking a few bob off

a season ticket.

I’ve said that I can’t allow the shop

to get involved in anything like that.

Unless, maybe, he applies for two.

A sideways look at the world of independent retailing

si

Under thecounter

“A
successful
corporate

image
should

reflect every
aspect of
what a

business
does”



Innovative and comprehensive range of specialist mini
tennis, badminton, multisport, early years and inclusive
equipment.

The original portable net systems, made in the UK since
1992 . So robust that most are still in active service - with
a repair service to keep them that way. 

And new products. We're constantly designing, 
re-designing, developing and testing. Check out this
season's Sma-a-artlines, our new patented flexible court
marking system. Or Fishing Nets. Or Happy Faces.

To find out more, call or email us. We'd love to hear from
you. Or find us at www.zsig.com.

Zsig is a supplier to the LTA, the Tennis Foundation, the ITF and tenniscoachUK.

creative coaching equipment
t. 0161 484 5000   e. info@zsig.com   www.zsig.com



1 Enhanced running efficiency
2 Facilitated venous return resulting in:

a. decreased blood pressure
b. reduced risk of deep vein thrombosis
c. lower incidence of varicose veins

3 Decreased ankle sprains
4 Lowered risk of shin splints

5 Minimize back pain
6 Enhance proprioception
7 Strengthen intrinsic foot

musculature
8 Maximise biomechanical performance
9 Diminish risk of bunions
10 Optimise balance / prevent falls

Primal Lifestyle Ltd are the sole distributors of Vibram’s Fivefingers to the UK & Ireland.
www.primallifestyle.com - +44 1372 200640 - info@primallifestyle.com

Fivefingers offer reassuring grip, rubberised protection and maximum sensation.

In this day and age with people looking increasingly back toward nature to optimize their health and
performance, the barefoot running phenomenon is gaining significant momentum. Leading gym instructors
and personal trainers are recommending barefoot training for performance. And large corporates are
researching seriously into the benefits of barefoot. Vibram’s Fivefingers footwear provides a high-end, unrivalled
barefoot solution for your customers who wish to get back in touch with planet Earth, to allow full biomechanical
freedom of their foot, and to truly engage with their environment.

For more details go to www.primalLifestyle.com

10 of the 
Benefits of
“Barefoot” - Fivefingers-style
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